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Thank you for consideration of our manuscript for publication in your journal. We have reviewed the above manuscript according to your reviewer’s comments.

Comment 1: **Please crop Figure 1 so that only the key feature is shown.**

- Done

Comment 2: **Kindly blank out all text within the MRI scan in Figure 2.**

- Done.

Comment 3:

Please clarify whether the table you have used in your Discussion section is original to your manuscript (i.e. we collated the data ourselves), or if you have taken it from another source, whether you have obtained permission to use the table.

- The table is not original to our manuscript and has been taken from an original article published in Indian journal of paediatrics. The permission has been obtained and is attached in annex 1.

Comment 4:

Please clarify whether the link from which you state you have taken the table is correct.

- The reference has been updated.
Annexure 1

Copy of email granting permission to publish the table.

faheem mohd

to centraloffice, jiap

Forward this mail to: centraloffice@iapindia.org, jiap@nic.in

Dear Dr Tanmay Amlari,
I am writing a paper entitled "Teratoma of lumbosacral region: site of extreme rarity: A case report" in an international journal, for which I need to use the following data
- Show quoted text -

jiap

to me, centraloffice
Dear Dr. Mohd Faheem:
Use of data is permitted subject to due acknowledgment of the source.

With Regards,

Piyush Gupta MD, MAMS, FIAP
Professor of Pediatrics,
Editor-in-Chief, Indian Pediatrics,
115/4, Ground Floor,
Gautam Nagar,
New Delhi – 110 049.

From: faheem mohd [mailto:faheemjnmc@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 2:04 PM
To: centraloffice@iapindia.org; jiap@nic.in
Subject: Fwd: Reg Permission